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Australia day Sydney 2012, everything you could image to enjoy, displays, vehicles, aerobatic
flybys, ferry races, entertainment,
all for free plus food and wine
tasting.
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Club preamble
Editorial Comment:
Why is it we have our overseas readers and
friends suppling copious articles or information
for what is supposedly an Australian content
magazine ??????????
While attending Australia day in Sydney (see
page 4 and 5) many members friends and visitors came to our display to
chat and tell of past experiences with their cars, why is it that you don’t
put pen to paper or start using your keyboard, to save these memories for
posterity? Alternatively why not phone through to relate your escapades
and antics. We would be only too happy to write it for you.
With around 100 members surly some of you must have done something
with your car that your proud of, even just spraying some parts with
WD40 or do you all just sit at home watching TV letting the car moulder
in the corner, collect dust, or worse still, relegate repairs to your local mechanics ?????????
I cant keep the magazine interesting on my own forever, I learnt the hard way
how to get it to this standard; starting off with a single page news letter; honing
and developing skills to what you get today. My spelling is still atrocious, spell
check is marvellous and there are people out there willing to proof-read, don’t
be shy get writing. John and Fred

'New to the group and renewals'
As far as I know there are no new members to introduce.
Elsewhere along with this publication will be a renewal reminder notice for 2012

Cover photos top left a Brush the first car to transverse Australia West to East in 1912.
Top right our early morning line up:-)
Renshaw’s NSU, Don and Cathy (Bob) Billiards darts, Tim’s Mazda R360, Fred’s Hillman
Imp, and Keith Walls Lloyd far right Al Wall Lambretta.
Second row Timmy the Robot with baby in pram, The Chinese ex-services and Australian
forces remembrance veneration service assembly Lion Dance in China town.
Final row the crowds in Collage St and our display, Bob and Don discuss Goggomobils finer
points, what else?
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Fred’s Ramblings
How I Snapped
A funny thing happened to me on the way to the Forum, ops, to an event, no, arr, that’s it last
summer! I put my camera down; this was highly unusual and caused me stress and relief in
equal measure. You see, I’m usually a shutter bug and obsessive about capturing happy
snaps, moments, and events etc, all of them.
It began many years ago when I had the travel bug and still have boxes of photos black and
white from the 50’s and colour from the 60’s to prove the point.
It wasn’t till my second digital camera when I discovered it could take movies. (Shut up. I
bet you don’t know all the things your camera can do, either.) Almost immediately after this
exciting discovery, I made another; I was Baz Luhrmann. Granted our budgets were disparate, but what I lacked in funding, I made up for in enthusiasm. My cast were mostly compliant although occasionally they refused to re-enact something I’d missed, like falling over or
doing some fantastic move on the dance floor. When they refused to re-perform spontaneously on demand, when that failed …. I had to bribe them!
Spare moments were spent hunched over the computer working on my masterpieces and each
year, it became more elaborate as I discovered new features on my editing software.
But suddenly this year, without warning, even to myself, I quit. Despite schlepping all my
gear and 74 bloody cords and re-chargers, I captured barley a moment. Admittedly, putting
down my camera initially made me panic at the lost potential of moments that went unrecorded.
Taking photos used to be something special. First you had to buy film either 24 or 36 shots,
you took them carefully. Then you paid again for processing, up to a $1.50 for the early colour ones that are now fading in their albums. It was expensive and time-consuming. But
now? It’s free after the initial outlay for your phone or camera, or both and then your options
are overwhelming. Many people have had their relationship with photography cruelled by
technology.
All this downloading and uploading and enhancing and cropping and sharing …. It’s too hard
and I’m over it. That was until the next time, see pages 9 to 15 !!!!!!
Things might be bad...But they're better than next year!

Is this “Give Way”?
The photo to the right is of one of the type of
bilingual road signs in South Korea, with the
English translation blacked out but leaving the
Korean wording. The sign is similar to our “Give
Way’ signs in Australia, but in South Korea they
do not call it “Give Way”.
Turn to page 19 for the English translation.
Graham Gould.
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Australia Day Thursday 26-2012
During Wednesday 65mm (2½ inches) rain fell up at Colo with very heavy rain throughout
Sydney. This weather was predicted for Thursday, having to leave four thirty in the morning
I chickened out taking the Schmitt (for the first time) and headed off in the Hillman Imp.
Arriving at the Domain car park, seven a.m. our club allocated assembly area was along-side
a parked Cadillac, the owner’s wife had placed a bag to reserve a parking spot for another
one. This space each side of the bag was quickly occupied by Tim’s Mazda, Don’s Goggomobil Dart with another Dart filling in the space behind, much to the annoyance of the
Caddy owners wife. Much banter /cross words occurred.
The breakfast sausage and onion rolls were washed down with coffee before our convoy proceeded to our parking spot in College St. The forecast heavy rain didn’t occur with just a
couple of showers during the late morning-lunch time that didn’t diminish the enthusiasm of
the huge crowds or the entertainers all day. See cover page photos. Fred
The weather forecast for Thursday was not very bright but it was not actually raining when I
left home at about 6:15 am. However, the road was quite wet and spray from overtaking vehicles (especially garbage trucks) made driving a bit uncomfortable. Windscreen washers
would have been a useful accessory.
On arriving at the Domain Parking Station, it was obvious that the bad weather had deterred
very few of the Motorfest entrants, as there was a good roll-up. After we had moved into our
display position in College Street, it was also apparent that the weather was not going to put
off the spectators, as the early crowd was at least as good as in previous years, and it built up
during the day. There were two heavy showers during the day, but it was fine for most of the
time, with the sun coming out at times during the afternoon.
We had six club cars and one scooter on display. It was good to see Don Mould's Goggo
Dart after a long absence off the road. As always, our cars attracted a lot of attention from
the general public.
Other interesting cars and motor cycles were the Stanley Steamer and also some of the entrants in the 2012 Centenary Expedition across Australia. These vehicles (cars and bikes) had
a special display area at the corner of Macquarie and Bent Streets. The 2012 Centenary Expedition, starting from Perth on 16 March 2012, will commemorate the first west to east
crossing of Australia by car in 1912.
The trip home was uneventful with the weather being fine and the road dry. Tim Dalton
The day before saw 50 mm (2 inches) of rain fall, in Sydney, so with much trepidation, the
Goggo Darts of the Bob Billiards and Don Moulds, the Mazda 360 of Tim Dalton, the Lloyd
wagon of Keith Wall, the Hillman Imp of Fred Diwell, John Renshaw’s NSU Prinz, and Allen Wall’s Lambretta scooter set out for Macquarie Street Sydney. NRMA’s instructions said
the MCSC group were part of convoy No 5 due at the Domain Parking Station at 6.40 pm.
We all made it and were on site outside St Mary’s Cathedral by 8.00 am, Both St Marys and
St Stephens were good venues when it showered, as they were both dry, had seating, and
were giving short concerts (A Saxophone Quartet, a variety of Sopranos, Baritones, the two
Organs etc). All in all a very interesting day for us and the other 1000 participants. Unfortunately the Botanical Gardens’ resident bats were not at all happy when three air force jets did
their flyover, then came back for more. A great scene though to see thousands of bats in the
air at one time, and in broad daylight.
J Renshaw
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A Complicated Story (briefly told) about a Goggo Coupe.
In 1958 I went to Germany to try to convince Hans Glas, the builders of Goggomobil in Bavaria to sell me the CKD mechanical parts of their cars, and I would build fibreglass
bodies in Australia. That way saving freight and duty payable on the fully imported version.
I used the fact that starting in 1954, I had built a limited number of sports coupes called the
‘Buckle’ using a fibreglass body. The prototype of the car, which was used to ‘prove’ the
chassis finished up in Germany.
I visited the present owner of that car in 2005 for the 50th anniversary of Goggomobil at the original factory, and of course he knew of my association with Goggomobil. In late
2008 he alerted me to an ad on EBay for a Goggo coupe for sale in Tamworth. My wife Alvia and I drove up to see the car, but the old gentleman who had partly restored it, wanted
more money than I could afford at the time. I subsequently found that he had spent a lot of
money with various restorers on the project including a nice red paint job.
His son phoned me in late 2010 to say that his father had passed away and he
needed to sell the car. When I bought the car I got all the receipts and original photos from
when he had purchased the car from Russell Hooke, who has had a lot of Goggos. I could
not believe my eyes when I saw the colour of the car when he bought it … purple with a
yellow top! There could not have been more than one with such a dreadful combination so it
must be the same car that my sunroof company (Auto Sun & Air) had stored under our large
factory in Chatswood in the mid seventies! In those days I was busy running a Toyota dealership and designing the Autosun Sportsroof and had no time for restoration of old cars.
How we came to get the car and where it went from there is a mystery but I am
very pleased to have it looking and running better than new, now that I have time to play
with a few toys. It joins my two Darts and a beautiful Subaru Maia in the downstairs bar/
rumpus room and will soon be historically registered with the helpful assistance of the club.
Bill Buckle.
Left the Stanley
Steamer on display
during Oz day, the
boiler was kept ticking
over all day, below is
the boiler, steam and
driving controls. Talk
about driving it and
navigating in today's
traffic. What skills,
Bill in his Goggomobil Coupe
what licences?
Joke of the month:
In heaven, the cooks are French, the policemen are
English, the lovers are Italian, the mechanics are
German and it’s all organised by the Swiss.
In Hell, the cooks are English, the mechanics are
French, the lovers are Swiss, the policeman are German and it’s all organised by the Italians… with the
Greeks as financiers.
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Yes it is me again ! ! ! !
This is a commissioned painting of four
of my Micro-cars, outside the Star café,
(once Max Bar), at Southwater, Sussex,
where the artist, Stan Hider lived 19461964.
Note the young lady on the far right,
who appears to be thinking ……………
“He said he had a car!!!”
Cheers Alan Town.
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Whatever happened too?
Moto Rumi
Thanks to the success of its Scoiattlol (squirrel) model, Rumi decided to double its scooter
range, introducing another completely new and original model in 1954: the Formichino
(little ant).
Donnino Rumi, the company owner and a
renowned artist, personally contributed to the
Formichino’s design, creating a true work of art.
This was undoubtedly one of the most original and
unique scooters populating the mottled motorcycle
market; built entirely in cast aluminium and
equipped with the famed twin-cylinder engine
from Rumi’s light weight motorcycles, the
Formichino was an instant commercial success,
and was soon exported.
A new version was introduced in 1956 with its rear section divided into two parts, the carrying compartment shifted below the saddle, and a fixed headlight.
The Sport model also made its appearance the very same year, fitted with a larger engine and
ten inch wheels.

Swallow Gadabout MKI
1947 this was the first scooter built in
Great Britain after the Second World
War.
Essential but Spartan in its design, it had
no suspension and was fitted with a tried
and trusted Villiers twin exhaust engine,
cooling was by way of air delivered via a
scoop below the footboard..
The MK2 version of 1950 was improved
by the adoption of rubber torsion front
suspension a pedal clutch control instead
if a hand lever and gear change now by
foot pedal.
The rear bodywork hinged upward for
easier access to the engine.
Designed with economy and practicality
in mind, the Swallow was not as successful as hope, and it ceased, the last
example was produced in 1952.
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Strange things you never knew about microcars.
Mahag built a miniature 125cc replica of the VW Beetle with a fold-up canopy like the
Messerschmitt

This is Simon Vasellos Frisky Sport when being raced by Bedson
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Fred’s UK Microcar sojourn and QM2 Cruise.
Or his four weeks of November 2011
This trip took place on time I, fortunately, having booked my
ticket with China Eastern airlines as my departure date coincided with the days Qantas management pulled the plug and
grounded all their flights.
Included was an overnight stop in Shanghai giving me the morning to gorge on the buffet
breakfast. This was the most extensive menu, even surpassing past meals I’ve had in China.
It ranged from sausages, meats, rice, duck, sweet and sour dishes, vegetables. Things I’ve
never seen before, right through to continental dishes, cereals, cakes, biscuits, fruit, drinks.
In hindsight it was a foretaste of all the meals to come; I put on 4kg during my four weeks!
Wandering around outside I took photos of my first small car a GAP QQ 1.1lt motor.
After applying many tester aftershaves and deodorants at the duty free I arrived at London
HR smelling like a rose then spent the first two days with my sister and David arranging
train tickets, finding my way around, organizing banking, getting a mobile phone Sim card
and a GPS.
Friday 4th by train to Edinburgh, arriving early I did the city top-deck bus tour in the on and
off rain. That concluded another train to Inverkeithing where Grant &
Clair Kearny collected me for the long drive to Pitlochry. Grant and Clair
dined me at their local golf club where I tried Haggis, tatties and parsnip.
In the club was an artist painting a kangaroo, with bagpipes, in preparation for a wedding on the Saturday between an Ozzy and a Scott. The
following morning in the 1or 2 degrees I was shown last years snow level
against the side of the house; in excess of one metre and told of the difficulty removing near two metre long icicles from the gutters while Clair
stood underneath holding the ladder.
It appears Grant has a reputation, relating to his
vehicles breaking down! He told me the sad
story of how he managed, a few days previously, to blow the head
gasket of his Vauxhall/VW? by idling the engine and forgetting
about it for several hours, in fact until he went to bed!
Saturday the mist cleared slowly allowing me to see fantastic
scenery and the cars in his garage. In the afternoon we started our
journey through forests where they now have Sound & Light
shows, to extend the tourist season, making our way to Julian and Pat’s for refreshments.
Julian always writes interestingly in their MicroScotic magazine. There we admired the
scenery of the Lock and heather from their upstairs lounge room later marvelling at the damaged piston from his Messerschmitt.
On the road again, the next stop, Grants parents property /farm. Here I met his father encountering his broad Scottish brogue. Interesting time spent trawling through shed after shed
seeing Grants microcar collections and meeting his brother whose birthday it was.
Taking our leave in the dark of an early winter evening; refuelling at the best priced pumps
before joining the motorway toward Nottingham, I'm glad to see he does the same as I do
here, their petrol is about one third dearer than ours at £1.35 per litre diesel another four to
five pence a litre dearer.
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We made good time until about 100km before Nottingham
when the Peugeot diesel van rolled to a halt on the motorway slip-road after the motor stopped with a slight rattle!
Grant got into a depressed mood thinking the timing belt
was the problem. While waiting for the AA break-down I
was able to watch the November 5th fireworks.
The tow-driver mechanic diagnosed the fuel pump as the
problem then arranged for the van to be towed back to
Scotland.
Our intention had been to attend the executive committee meeting in Nottingham to discuss
last years national rally and organise 2012’s event. I was left with last year’s minutes along
with all the current papers to be presented. By now we had been towed to a motorway service stop where fortunately there was a hotel I was able to book into for the night. Lucky!
Being near midnight, with wedding party guests still parting on and their group having taken
over most of the rooms.
The next morning after many phone calls trying to get me collected, I taxied to Wetherby
bus depot, intending to take bus and train to Nottingham. By the time I got there Ray Dilks
had been seconded to collect me giving me time to enjoy the local sights including a weir, a
bridge built first in 1233, rebuilt several times since and the site of a water mill built in
1221.
Ray’s wife’s pink Smart car performed very well along the motorway getting quite a lot of
looks from cars we overtook, (don't let Jenny know this!) It’s her pride and joy.
The meeting of the 2011 National Micro Car Rally Review was held at Pinxton Village Hall
attended by NMCR Administrators – Jenny Dilks and Grenville Taylor.
Others attending were:Heinkel Trojan Club –Peter Jones, Alan & Paula Fisher, Nick Haddon, Den & Ethel Bull
Bug Club – Jeff & Julie Ellis, Helen & Patrick Devaney
Scottish Micro Car Club — Jim & Sheila Ellis
East Anglian Micro Car Club – Martin Galea, Tony Pettingill
Bond Club – David Miller
Micro Car & Scooter Club (Sydney) – Fred Diwell
Berkeley Enthusiasts Club – Geoff Toyer
Frisky Register – Ray Dilks
MOC / Peel, Colin Burton, Andy Carter
A note at the end of the minutes, recently emailed to me:-) ‘Fred
Diwell was surprised and impressed by the numbers interested in attending and at the effort
and detail that those present put in to planning next year’s rally. (Fred must get the longest
distance award for attending the meeting – all the way from Australia). A vote of thanks to
Ray Dilks for rescuing Fred from Wetherby that morning’.
The meeting concluded, I chatted to those there including the Bond club and Heinkel-Trojan
attendees getting copies of their latest magazines, also read newspaper reports covering past
events.
Jim and Sheeler Ellis, offered a lift first to go and see Ray and Jenny’s house and to drool
over his microcar collection, restored to concourse condition. Even by Ozzie standards!
Jim and Sheeler live at Wigan and offered me a lift in their Citroen camper-van as my next
port-of-call so to speak was to be Southport.
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Leaving as dusk settled in their Citroen camper van, their GPS
tried to send us down an unsealed track (not road) giving me the
opportunity to come to grips with my new GPS toy. Between the
five of us, that being Sheeler, 2 x portables GPS, the dog and the
vans internal destination finder we eventually got out of the estate and onto (so called by oz standards) main roads, then motorways.
At Wigan I was treated to local fish and chips, excellent this
time; some years ago while in Stratford-upon-Avon I had the
Ray’s Noble 200
worst fish and chips ever floating in millimetres of oil in a polystyrene container, but I digress!
Jim, Sheeler and the dog’s hospitality was great and I was able
to catch some of “Dancing With the Stars” UK style on TV.
The next morning out in the frosty garden to be shown their
restored 1972 500L Fiat; their immaculate 1969 NSU Prinz 4
along with other spare parts and rusting Fiats.
Jim drove me to the station where I was able to gather (hold up)
a long queue of Monday commuters while I bamboozled the
ticket seller with my requests to get tickets to Southport, Liverpool and London. Then farewells on the platform that Jim had
helped landscape over the past three years. He’s a busy man; local councillor, magazine
writer, landscaper and car restorer.
Due to a breakdown, train schedules were swapped so I missed the one I should have got.
Eventually a bit frazzled I got to Liverpool then Southport where I couldn’t find my ticket!
The collectors eventually took pity on me and let me out!
Alan Town collected me in his BMW Mini with heated seat, another first for me to experience; here it’s the opposite, with air-conditioning that’s in use all the time. With my 40 year
old cars this consists of 4 x 60, that is four windows down and 60km/h.
Settled in and warmed up Sandy supplied lunch, while Alan kept hopping from computer
work to keeping an eye on workmen fitting solar panels to their roof. Rested and refreshed,
I get a guided tour of the house with its history then the important part the garage, the walls
covered in posters, photos, memorabilia of past events etc. Not to mention the BMW 600
and TG500.
Next Alan took me for a tour of Southport in the BMW, telling me about the reclaimed land,
now with a pier that is half land locked, the local Golf course an ex beach air-landing strip in
the early days of flight, finally ending along the main street consisting of a mile of Victorian
era shops facades and awnings. A pretty place.
That evening we dined in style at an Italian restaurant,
Sandy who is a member of the local dramatic society attended a dress rehearsal and joined us there. Another
event taking place that evening was a birthday dinner for a
six year old girl whose photo I took and have forwarded
on.
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Tuesday morning another extended tour of Southport,
again in the BMW before being delivered to catch my
train to London. In the afternoon further train travel to
visit my daughter and grandchildren at Liphook.
She and Keith, now living on an old cottage farm house
on a quarter acre, being heavily into mountain bike riding
which suits them well having been able to set up their
own practice track with jumps and obstacles to hone their
skills. The night was spent catching up on their life,
meeting the children; being very impressed with Renee’s
mothering skills the way she handles and treats the kids. Back to Hounslow by train to attend
to repacking and getting to Southampton to join the Queen Mary II for the working part of
this trip.
Dress instructions for boarding were comprehensive as were all the other do’s and don'ts
covered in the 26 page ‘Manual of Success’ issued to ‘act in accordance with’. Good job I’m
not superstitious cabin number 13! The first three nights saw us encountering turbulent seas,
cold, windy and wet, good job I'm indoors as I’m still coming to grips with northern early
winter conditions. At the end of three days I regained my sense of balance, started eating and
gained sea-legs, this recovery process wasn’t helped by my cabin mates snoring.
The afternoons were mainly at leisure with time to attend movies, live stage shows, talks and
lectures, the planetarium etc.
The lecture I found most interesting was a series of talks on the Concord covering its development, hey days, the crash, followed by the politics that finally grounded them.
A couple of stage shows put on by The Royal Academy of
Dramatic Arts was ‘The Canterbury Tails’ and ‘Much
Ado About Nothing’ this was a modernised version being
set after WWII. For we four hosts, the program followed
was much the same pattern each day; a Solo (singles)
meeting every morning, the first hosted by Freda, our
‘social hostess’ was well attended then as the week went
by the numbers dropped off.
Next on the agenda, Line Dancing lessons followed each
day by ballroom dance lessons these both well attended,
the ballroom learners numbered around the 120/140 mark
each day; too many to teach other than very basic Waltz, Slow rhythm etc. As hosts we
moved around helping as needed.
Officially, during the evenings, we were expected to dance only when the band played.
Some ladies with partners found they mysteriously vanished at night and those passengers
concluding their Caribbean section were most unhappy. 200 plus outnumbered and overwhelming we four. Martin and I danced non-stop during the strict tempo pre-recorded sessions, fortunately the band only played for three quarters of an hour at a time.
Different themes each night included a Black & White ball, Big Band ball, Masquerade ball
and a Party Night. The Party Night was another time I got into trouble with Freda, being hot,
and a disco type evening I noticed Martin took his jacket off, I then got told to put my tie on
only five minutes after removing it.
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During conversations relating to and explaining this was my first time as a host I was often
asked “how I was enjoying it”. My reply was always the same “great except for one thing,
have to wear a tie”, the first time in around twenty years since I have worn one.
We arrived in New York Thursday on 17th November, the weather a low of 9° to a high of
17° but I feel it didn't get anywhere near that all day.
Being the tightwad I admit I am, I put my hand up to escort the group doing the City Highlights Tour, this gave me the tour for free which involved my leading 46 people off the ship,
through Homeland Security, customs etc. First I didn’t
have a clue as to direction to take, and then four of the
group didn't have the required Visa Waver form or an
ESTA. This involved them being taken aside and given
the 5th degree before letting them ashore. This delayed us
getting on the tour coach. The city was in partial security
lock down due to the Occupy Wall St protesters having
another demonstration with police everywhere. The next
four hours were spent touring the city one hour of this
time was spent observing the twintowers redevelopment site (too long) no time being set
aside to do shopping, a complaint I had to register. I
didn’t loose any of the group and got them all back
safely.
That evening my cabin was changed to share with a new
host, Gordon, who was flown in from UK to keep our
numbers even as Martin who lives in New York left us.
The Solo meeting Friday morning was well attended,
about 20. Walking round the liner for the next two days
I came across passengers finding their way around I
now being in a position to help with directions! The
The 3G musketeers , George, Me, Graham
and Gordon.
evening dancing was exactly the opposite of the outward bound, hardly anybody turning up. As the number
of single and dancing ladies had drooped to around 20 it was a completely different atmosphere. The lack of numbers gave time for us to do other things during the day leaving us
fresh for the evening band sessions.
There is a full program of events every day all well attended? film shows like Slum dog
Millionaire and the Kings Speech Insight lectures on Edison and Rolf Harris CBE etc.
With the planetarium shows one of the ladies accompanied me to see the Cosmic
Collisions, this she proudly announced was where we slept together, well she did!
Apparently not uncommon, an announcement at the end of each showing asked that you
wake up anyone sleeping.
UK customs were well organised having a team on board to attend to the paperwork before
arrival back at Southampton, unlike the United States debacle. This enabled me to disembark quickly, catching a taxi made my way to the hire car outlets where I had to wait till
opening time 8:30am. Not having booked a car, entailed waiting while a Skoda FABIA 1.2lt
car was cleaned and prepared for me. Up to this time I had avoided driving the narrow
streets with traffic crawling along that put me off in and around London area. Not much
better on their A roads!
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Using the earlier purchased GPS made my way cautiously to Wales to catch up with John
Meadows of Frisky fame. I now can understand when reading MicroScotic and other UK
magazine tour reports why road numbers and junctions predominate with their directions.
John met me at a junction 1.2km from his home, very impressed I got that close without his
help. He and Jan made me welcome at 1:30 in the afternoon. After a quick snack I was given
a tour of the cottage and the grounds.
John’s Fiat camper had passed its MOT and needed
collecting; I offered to drive him while he navigated
for me a scenic tour of the local, narrow roads,
pointing out the speed camera and random speed
van parking spots. A few photo stops along the way
to view the scenery; a ruined monastery and
glimpses of England across the valley.
The camper van collected I followed John back home
where the fire was lit I’m told for the first time, this being
the start of winter. Then get shown his magnificent collection of Frisky history, articles, cuttings, photos and best of
all told how he came by his most prized possession wooden
prototype mock-up Frisky. After being fed like a king the
rest of the evening was spent in front of the fire, enthralled
by his knowledge relating to Meadows, Bedson, Frisky etc.
In the morning, gum-boots on, I am given a tour of the garden with Frisky bodies hiding under trees, in sheds and
those in the garage.
Fond farewells done I made my way, GPS in hand, so to speak, to Taunton, using ‘A’ roads,
that at home would be called minor roads. These are dotted with speed cameras. Passing
these it took me a while to realise the GPS knew where they were and gave a warning ‘Beep’
saving me at least once from getting a ticket.
At Taunton I overshot Wynfords house, due in no
small part to no house numbers, only names just like
in Wales! I experienced another warm welcome by
Wyn, Jan and Ken, his spare parts helper, who stayed
back to greet me. Hospitality and accommodation
confirmed for the night next was a tour of the spare
parts den with its extensive racking, trays and containers, all marked with part numbers, very impressive.
That was continued with a tour of Wyn’s extensive
collection of memorabilia, then a garage full of Messerschmitts 200’s, 175’s a replica Flitzer, Scooters and
a Bond A type.
In the office we finalised my purchase of three ‘Schmitt windscreens along with other small
parts and was able to pack them in my suit case! China Eastern has a luggage allowance of
30kg coming to UK I had 20kg so the case was now just on its limit, more on that at LHR
airport later.
After perusing Wyn’s Schmitt folders containing sales brochures and magazine articles we
adjourned to a local watering hole for the evening meal and drinks; more large servings
nearly stopped me.
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Leaving early next morning turned out to be a good idea; If I had returned the car any later
another day’s hire charge would have been my lot. The Skoda was very impressive performance wise and returned over 60mpg; not that that would make me purchase one!
A taxi and train returned me to Clapham Junction where I had to lug the suitcase up and
down stairs to join with the throng waiting to get to Twickenham for the Rugby game between the Barbarians and the Australian team. I’m in good company but the case was
frowned upon taking up the
room of one supporter who
got left behind on the platform.
My final England days
were spent visiting my
daughter and grandchildren
at their property near Hazelmere again spending
time with Travis and Nathan testing their mountain
bike starting gate and the
track they have constructed
around the property perimeter. That only half
knocking the wind out of
me I then had to show my
skills on their trampoline
that finished my legs off for
the next two days.
That evening Keith ran me back to Guildford, his car registering 3° outside then by train
back to Hounslow.
My final morning was spent packing and repacking the case, lots of presents to be squeezed
in weighing both cases and a bag I'm now up to 45kg. Ah well, such is life.
A farewell lunch with Dave, another pub this time at Twickenham for a Thai meal, Dave
told me his father used to drink at this pub. We returned to my sister and her neighbour
Mary where we coerced Dave into taking us to the local store where we chose a new television for Mary. Taking delivery of it we then installed it. Mary was so delighted with it she
kept filling and refilling my glass with sherry and blackcurrant juice, just what I needed to
face the turmoil at the airport that evening!
Dave was again persuaded, nee coerced into driving me in the rain to the station where I
dragged the two cases up three flights of stairs to then find there was a lift.
At LHR with plenty of time I eventually tracked down China Eastern at terminal 4 not terminal 2 booking in the large case at 30kg, no problem, but the clerk was concerned by the
carry on bag at 15kg. he was busy on the phone, getting stood down, and telling me to go
empty items to get it down to 5kg, What I didn’t realise at the time he had issued my boarding pass. He directed me to the repacking area where I put all the heavy (Messerschmitt)
suspension arms in my jacket pocket along with books and anything I could wrap in my very
warm jacket to carry over my arm, the rest I put in the bin. On rechecking with a different
clerk he wasn’t interested and I then realised I had my boarding pass so went back and repacked everything into the carry on bag and also reclaimed stuff I thrown out.
During the final days on the QMII I picked up the start of a
head cold that didn’t improve much, due in no small part,
to the inclement and cold weather. Taking off and landing
as most of you who have flown know has a bad effect on
the ears. I now know that with a cold this exasperates the
condition, combined with the long two day flights take offs
and landings two weeks later my ears were only just getting back to normal.
Hope you enjoyed this, lots of space now for your story!!!
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Sunrise over central Australia

“PULL OVER” say JERSEY POLICE!
Over Christmas, up here at Southport, in the dark North-West of the UK,
Sandy and I were invited to a Festive Soiree including the celebration of a
significant birthday milestone to her
long standing friend Ann.
Included during the evenings gathering, that occurred in Ann's kitchen,
up came conversations about past
Cars,….inevitably…….
Ann's sister, with husband Robert,
travelled from that gorgeous English
Channel Isle of Jersey, and it turned
out during our chats whilst being surrounded by splendid food and beverages of different concoctions, that his
family Automobile Business did include the importation and dealership
for BMW’s finest, for subsequent
hire by the holiday making tourists to
drive around the lanes.(see poster ).

See also the snake line of the six micro cars photographed, without
licence plates,
freshly deposited
from the ship in
harbour, all having to queue in
the main street of
the Island's capital, St Helier.
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They were stationary, because the local constabulary had noted the absence
of sufficient “Trade Plates” being displayed on all the Isettas.
The initial plan to transfer the 300cc micros I gather, was, to share just one
set of Trade Plates, such that they would be strapped only to the front and
rear vehicles. In the convoy!
Still, matters
evolved with
those “In charge”,
and all were
“legally escorted”
to Grouville Garages, (see photo).
I trust you enjoy
these memorable
photograph from
the 60`s, and share
with me our gratitude to Robert
Linton, for taking
the time to trace
these family mementoes of
‘Bubbling in
Jersey’
Best wishes
for 2012.
Alan Town
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Cars II
One of the upsides of having a six year old son who
loves cars was the need to see the new Cars 2 movie as
soon as it was released. Those who saw the original
Pixar animation from a few years ago will have enjoyed
the story, characters and exceptional animation that
made the move a multiple award winner. With the vast
success and financial gain - especially with the merchandising - that the original Cars had, it was only a
matter of time until a second version was released. In Cars 2 I found the endearing aspects of
the first story were missing, and the new movie was clearly aimed at covering as broad an
audience as possible - the storyline taking the characters all over the world, the obvious leadins to games and many other merchandising opportunities… The film didn’t let up either. It
was full-on from start to finish. A bit of a barrage to the senses. So why report on this new
kid’s movie in the SIVA Newsletter?
The cars, of course. While the main characters - as
with the original—are not real vehicles, there are lots of
support characters and vehicles in the background
which are very clearly real cars. And plenty of them are
the sorts of quirky cars we SIVA people like. The bad
guys are under the direction of Professor Zündapp—
appropriately named as he is a Zündapp Janus (an
obscure microcar famous for doors front and rear). His
team of underlings include AMC Pacers and Gremlins,
which are unfairly maligned as the worst small American cars of the ‘70s, and remarkably, a bunch of thugs
who are Zaporoghets! These little rear-engined Russian cars are perfect henchmen. Or should that be
Hench cars? Other SIVA sorts of cars appear here and
there in the film, including the British Queen’s aid de
Corp - of all cars a Tatra... I don’t understand that but it
was good to see. The French criminals include a 3wheel microcar, very much in the British Reliant or
Bond style, but with quad headlights. Some Yugos, a
Fiat Topolino, Citroen DS and more appear. Throughout the movie there are interesting cars in the background and you really need to scan the screen all the
time to pick them up.
Which made watching the movie a bit tiring for me?
Max (6) on the other hand loved it and while
he didn’t grasp the whole (and complex)
storyline, he just thought it was a great car
action movie, and was happy to see it again
a week later with some friends.
Go on, treat yourself to a movie - you don’t
have to take kids.

Reprinted with acknowledgment and thanks
to Paul Blank SIVA news letter Aug 2011
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Nostalgia Corner

Bauer Motorcycles
Made in Germany
From: 1936
To: 1953
German Motorcycle Forum

BAUER, Germany 1936 - 1953
The L. Bauer & Co factory in Klein-Auheim started as a bicycle factory in
1919. In 1936 some small motorcycles with 75cc and 98cc SACHS engines
were added to the production line. After World War II some models with
SACHS and ILO engines were produced with great success. Then they designed an own engine, a 248cc four-stroke with the carburettor in front of the
engine and the exhaust port at the rear of the cylinder head. Some technical
problems were never solved, and at the end of 1953 the complete motorcycle
production ended.
Models:
B 98/2: 98cc Sachs engine, 3 HP,
two-speed, 1949-1953
B 100: 98cc Sachs engine, 3 HP,
two-speed, 1950-1953
B 125: 123cc ILO engine, 5.5 HP,
three-speed, 1951-1952
B 150: 147cc Sachs engine, 6.5 HP,
four-speed, 1952-1953
B 175: 174cc ILO engine, 7.5 HP,
three-speed, 1951-1953
B 250: 248cc Bauer four-stroke engine,
four-speed, 12HP, top speed 110 Kilometres per hour, 1952-1953
Strange things you never knew about microcars!
In 1951, the Italian coachbuilder Boneschi built a
body in the shape of a toothpaste tube on a Fiat
500 Topolino chassis.
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Restoration help, info & advice
How To …….. Check Your Speedo
The accuracy of speedos is a cause of much frustration with many motorists who
want to be able to drive at the posted speed limit safe in the knowledge that they won’t be
booked for speeding. But the reality is that speedos are often inaccurate. The relevant Australian Design Rule ( ADR18), specifies ample tolerance.
Before July 2006 the design rule specified an accuracy of + or – 10% of the vehicles
true speed when travelling above 40km/h. That is, at a true speed of 100km/h, the speedo
could legally indicate anywhere from 90 to 110 km/h. There was also a requirement for the
odometer to read within 4% of the true distance travelled.
Owners of cars built before 2006 should note the variance in speed they could see
on their speedo, which could indicate a speed that is lower ( or higher) than the speed at
which they are driving. On those cars it is well worth checking your speedo reading against a
known speed measurement, such as the overhead speed indicators erected on our highways,
although some, especially those mounted on trailers at road works can be a bit suspect. (is it
you or the car following, or in front?).
On vehicles built after July 2006, the speedo must not read lower than the true vehicle speed, but it is allowed to show 10% more plus 4km/h. That is, at a true speed of 100, the
speedo can show up to 114km/h but no slower that 100km/h. Conversely, at an indicated
100km/h, the vehicle could be travelling at a true speed as low as 86km/h. The odometer
accuracy was also changed and can now show no more than 102% of the real distance travelled and cannot show less.
Automotive instrument specialists can measure the accuracy of your speedo, but
there is little they can do to make it more accurate. The use of non-standard sized wheels/
tyres can have a marked effect on the speedo and odometer reading, as can gearboxes or differentials with non-standard ratios. Used car buyers should check for any modifications from
standard.

New Batteries Not Always Suitable For Older Cars
Federation Submissions Secretary Andrew McClintock (NZ) explains the difference
between Lead Acid and Calcium batteries
There are two different types of technology available to car owners on the market
today. When replacing batteries it is important that the correct type is fitted to be compatible
with the original specification.
The Lead Acid batteries we are all familiar with are actually called a hybrid battery
( lead alloy plates in sulphuric acid ). This type of non-sealed vented battery is being replaced with calcium/calcium batteries which use calcium lead alloy on both the positive and
negative grid. These maintenance free batteries are better for modern cars. They give off less
gas when charged so can be sealed for life and won’t need the electrolyte being topped up.
They also have a slow rate of discharge, which increases the shelf life for both the wholesaler
and the retailer.
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Correspondence Received
The Christchurch manager of Century Yuasa says they have been supplying Calcium / Calcium batteries for about 5 years without any problems except that if they get to
below half charged, older alternators and generators won’t charge them and they need removing from the vehicle and charged with a special calcium / calcium charger. They have
only experienced this with town delivery trucks operating with their lights on ( short stop/
start runs). The batteries in these vehicles have been replaced with deep cycle hybrid batteries (imported from Australia)
According to Exide, older alternators ( pre 1997 ) and generators won’t charge Calcium/Calcium batteries properly and special chargers ( 14.2 volts plus) will need to be used.
Trickle Chargers won’t work. When you need to replace the battery in your older vehicle
best to specify a lead acid ( Hybrid) battery.
Australian news this time:
According to this morning’s news 31 January 2012.
NSW parliamentary ethanol mandate and the compulsory removal of non-E10 91 octane
fuels cancelled due to predicted voter backlash as around 800,000 motorists and other users
would have to pay for the more expensive non-E10 95 fuel.
Additional voter backlash was expected as the government appeared to favouring and assisting the bi-fuel industry that is already under pressure unable to produce enough bio-fuel.
The day before yesterday I made a brief stop at Southward Museum in Paraparaumu, about
50 clicks north of Wellington. A few years ago they opened a new space in the basement
which used to be their storage space and I thought I might as well have a look there to see
what is new. Not much new on the micro front but they actually have a USSR-made scooter
of a type which I had seen elsewhere and could not identify at the time. Now I know what it
is! They also have a nice 1958 Lloyd Alexander Kombi which had disappeared from my
radar many years ago. I took some more pix of the DAF 44 they have, parked over a grease
pit, handy if you wish to photograph the Variomatic belt transmission!
So, there are some micros, like a Reliant, BMW Isetta, KR200, Citicar, and some nice twowheelers as well, notably a Heinkel Tourist. All in all it is a particularly interesting museum,
world class for sure, and it has won several international awards. It has the oldest car in NZ
(NZ new), a 1890s Benz, a Maybach, 1920s M-B SS, 1930s M-B Kompressor, 300SL Gullwing, 600 Limo etc. There are hundreds of vehicles. The museum is on the main route northsouth, in a region which is noted for its milder weather and it is very near to the sea. I am
sure they still have plenty of goodies stashed elsewhere, awaiting restoration.
It was a nice break. Along the way I stopped off at a small railway depot where they restore
steam locomotives. Outside there was an unrestored ex-Zimbabwe steam locomotive of
dinosaur dimensions and a most unusual shape, a real monster and nothing like the usual
locs.
Life is good, enjoy it. Lubertus Neijmeijer NZ.
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Should it be a crime to borrow?
R.E.S.P.E.C.T. As car enthusiasts, it’s one of the most important words we’d like others
to have, not only while displaying our vehicles or driving, but something everyone deserves.
When we talk to people, elders for instance, we should show them respect.
Kids deserve respect, pets, plants and stainless steel barbecues left in the rain, even people
who own speedboats and clog up the good parking spots in streets deserve respect, not much,
but some!
Borrowed bits should definitely be respected, small or large, especially surf-skis, car-parts,
paddles, bikes, but no borrowing of really special footballs, footy clothing and memorabilia
signed by rugby forwards or cricket personalities.
Barbie dolls should be returned at the end of playtime, just like Thomas the Tank Engine’s
friends, marbles and all the footy cards.
Borrowing usually starts with the best intentions but often ends in tears. It’s about short-term
happiness. It’s a bit like that heady mix of eBay and alcohol-it feels right at the time. There
are things it’s probably OK to borrow. A hammer, an axe, maybe even a drop saw. The problem is, when you borrow something there’s a fair chance you’ll use it, and when you do
there’s a very good chance you’ll do something to it.
There’s not much you can do to a hammer. But there’s a lot you can do to a boat. Or a car?
A relation of mine lent his car to “flu friends”. The kind your kids pick up at kindy, that
hangs around for a while but eventually move on to someone else. Everyone gets a go of the
flu friend, some longer than others. They didn’t expect them to spill a whole tin of fish-oil on
the carpet of the rear foot-well. They were just expected to drive the classic carefully. Having
said that, if you were the guy who spilt the fish oil, you would do everything in your power
to ensure the spill was contained and cleaned. It’s fish oil. It’s to car carpet what crude oil is
to, oh, I don’t know? The Gulf of Mexico.
It’s a disaster. Fish oil stains and stinks, and for all intentions and purposes it kills the car.
Obviously, it had been an accident that you can’t plan for! So there were lots of “I’m sorrys”
and “I’m really sorrys” but no attempt to take the car to a detailer or upholstery cleaner when
the spill was fresh and containable. They just rubbed it with the bottom of their Crocks and
hoped it would be OK.
They should have hired a car instead of borrowing one, and it would have been fine to spill
what-ever they wanted. It’s what hire cars are for-spilling stuff and circle work.
I recently borrowed a ride-on mower, the belt broke twice and a pulley seized (the reason for
the belt problem) I’m going to say sorry. I’ve all ready paid for the parts and if he won’t reimburse me, which he won’t, I’ll keep the receipts to remind me why I don’t borrow things
any more. It’s about respect.
Strange things you never knew about microcars!
There have been numerous examples of micro plagiarism: for instance, the Hoffman was a

Facts:
The Newell Highway is the longest highway in NSW
and the main inland road link from Victoria to Queensland
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For sales
Rare magazines for sale.
Hundreds of Scooter magazines from the
60s, 70s, & 80s, too numerous to detail
here, please phone or email me for a
complete list of what is available together with prices and postage. Incredible reading and photos for Scooter enthusiasts. David Nobbs phone 0417 139
911 or email
davidnobbs19@hotmail.com
Or you can come and look at our Castle
Hill workshop.

For Sale:-)
Set of 17
genuine workshop tools for
Lambretta C.
This is the real thing.
Been in storage for 30 years.
$150. Weighs 10 kg but can
arrange economical freight almost
anywhere in Australia. Phone David
Nobbs on 0417 139 911 or email
davidnobbs19@hotmail.com or see them at our Castle Hill workshop.
Alan Wall saw this shopping bag (right) with Vespa GS for sale in The Reject shop for $4.
Said it was good quality.
Fred got the ‘Cars 2’ and ‘Mod Vespa’ bags in a £2 shop in London two for £1.50
What interesting purchases have you seen?

Lambretta wheel
clock, eBay.
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‘Microcar and Scooter Club Inc’ No 987 6195.
Web site, drive.to/mcsc email microcar@drive.to
Correspondence C/o MCSC. Post Office Box 42, Berowra, NSW, 2081.
President:

John Renshaw, ph 02 9484 8666 <pop.nan@optusnet.com.au>
Douglas Kennedy, home ph 02 9456 2833, email
<douglaskennedy@optusnet.com.au>
Treasurer:
Allen Wall, 02 9707 2296 or 0417 267 173, <alscooters@bigpond.com>
Note subtle change to Al email now has ‘s’ at end
Editor:
Fred Diwell, ph/fax 02 4565 0219, e-mail
<microcarscooter@skymesh.com.au>
Membership records: John Renshaw, ph 02 9484 8666 <pop.nan@optusnet.com.au>
Events:
Allen Wall, along with committee collaboration.
Research officer:
Douglas Kennedy, contact as above.
Spare parts adviser: Fred Diwell, contact as above.
Club plate register
& inspector:
Keith Wall, and movement day book Ph 02 9790 3803 or 02 9707 2296
CMC delegates:
Peter Luks, Allen Wall,
Public officer:
Allen Wall.
Secretary:

The objectives of membership are for the preservation, restoration and promotion of Microcars
and Scooters, all kept to as original condition as practical. Monthly meetings take place at the
Greyhound Club, Boardman Ave, Yagoona, on the third Friday of each month starting around
7.45 p.m. We hold rallies and social events on a regular basis for members and associate with
similar clubs here and overseas. Localised personal information and advice can be acquired from
our state delegates or web site:

⇒
⇒
⇒
⇒
⇒
⇒

Victoria:
Queensland:
Tasmania:
Western Australia
South Australia:
Queensland

Paul Lucas at Mornington,
Terry White at Kelvin Grove
John Barras at Newstead
Zig Pasnicki has put his hand up
Ian Wilson at Clearview
Ruth Farrar (BMW specialist)

03 5975 7203.
07 3356 5828.
03 6333 0544.
08 9397 6315.
08 8262 3033.
0438 883 201.

Other independent associated registers and clubs that promote the same ideals are: British two
stroke club in Victoria, Goggomobil register in NSW, Microcar Club of New Zealand, Siva in
Perth WA, Velosolex Oz group in Vic, and Southwest Brisbane motoring club inc.
The club magazine is published four times a year around the beginning of March, June, September, and December. Items for inclusion should be submitted to the editor by the 20th of the month
prior to publication; receiving information early gives us a better chance of getting the magazine
out on time. Rates for half or full page advertisements are available at modest cost.
Membership joining and renewals can now be made by direct debit to Bendigo Bank BSB
633000.East Gosford, to MCSC Inc A/c 122802259. Make sure you put your name in the comments section so we know who it’s from.
During correlation of this publication the MCSC editor believed all reports and information true and correct. However the
editor makes no representations, either expressed or implied as to the accuracy of information and data contained herein, and
accepts no liability for any use of the information and data or reliance placed upon it.
In other words if we got something wrong we are sorry and let us know. This particularly applies to phone numbers, dates
and name spelling. We do try our best! All rights reserved © 2012 MCSC.
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